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Our data suggest that plasma FN regulates whole body IS and adipocyte size on normal
diet which indicates that it regulates insulin signaling in AT. It may regulate adipocyte size
by allowing growth of cells, or modulating cell proliferation. Discovering the role of pFN is
crucial in understanding the regulation of AT and its expansion, a specific characteristic in
obesity.

Mice without pFN on
CD had significantly
more small adipocytes
vs large adipocytes in
both SAT and VAT.
This difference also
disappeared on HFD.

In weight gain, adipose tissue (AT) expands either by
increasing cell size or making more small adipocytes. Cell
size has been shown to associate with insulin sensitivity
(IS) of AT and whole body metabolic health where small
adipocytes are more insulin sensitive compared to enlarged
ones (Tandon et al., 2018).

Extracellular matrix components have been shown to
regulate both cell size and IS. Here we have examined the
role of circulating, plasma fibronectin (pFN) in normal and
obese plasma FN knockout mice.

Plasma FN knockout mice (liver-specific conditional
knockout) (-) and their control mice (+) were placed on a
control diet (CD) or high-fat diet (HFD) for 4 months.

• IS was examined via in vivo insulin tolerance test.
• Tissue sections of visceral AT (VAT) and subcutaneous

(SAT) were analyzed via Cell Profiler program for cell
size distributions.

Mice without pFN on CD
showed significantly
improved whole body IS
which disappeared on
HFD.
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